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How to Avoid Being a
Victim of Zoombombing

Over the past several months Zoom has grown in popularity and has become the most
used video conference platform. Users span from corporate executives discussing company issues to grandparents trying to connect with grandkids and loved ones during the
Coronavirus pandemic. But like all things, nothing is perfect. Zoom has faced many security issues but Zoombombing has become one of the more annoying trends.
Zoombombing, when an uninvited person joins a Zoom meeting, is not necessarily
a security flaw, but more of a nuisance done for cheap laughs at the expense of legitimate Zoom participants, oftentimes using abhorrent racial slurs, profanity or offensive
imagery.
When a meeting is created, a user ID and password are generated for that specific meeting, along with a link to provide to valid participants. However, that link can be shared
thousands of times with coworkers, friends, family members, etc. If the link ends up in
the wrong hands or has been shared with someone whose network is not secure, it can
result in that link being open to the public. At that point anyone up to no good can join a
meeting in progress.
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Continued on page 2

To avoid becoming a victim of Zoombombing consider
disabling or enabling these features:
Consider DISABLING the following:
¨ Embed Password in Meeting Link for One-Click
Join
¨ Screen Sharing - This feature allows host and
participants to share their screens during the
meeting.
¨ Remote Control
¨

File Transfer

¨

Allow Participants to Rename Themselves

¨

Join Before Host

¨

Allow Removed Participants to Rejoin

Consider ENABLING these features:
¨ Mute Participants Upon Entry
¨
¨
¨
¨

Always Show Meeting Control Toolbar
Identify Guest Participants in the Meeting/Webinar
Waiting Room
Require a Password When Scheduling New
Meetings

The above are some tips to help make your video conference experience safe, seamless and productive; but remember,
they may not be foolproof. Overall, it is extremely important to be proactive and make security and privacy your top priority.

Sources:
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/20/style/zoombombing-zoom-trolling.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/02/us/fbi-warning-zoombombing-trnd/index.html
https://www.fbi.gov/contact-us/field-offices/boston/news/press-releases/fbi-warns-of-teleconferencingandonline-classroom-hijacking-during-covid-19-pandemic

Phishing With Deepfakes
It’s been said numerous times by many experts
that phishing is one of the greatest dangers and
one of the most consequential threats facing cybersecurity. Phishing is an attempt to acquire
sensitive information (and sometimes, indirectly,
money), often for malicious reasons, by masquerading as a trustworthy entity in an electronic communication. One type of phishing that does not
get much attention is deepfakes, and during this
pandemic, while many are working from home
and when some due diligence has slacked off, it
is coming into the cybersecurity forefront.
What are deepfakes? Deepfakes are manipulated videos or audio produced by sophisticated
artificial intelligence. This technology allows criminals to communicate anonymously, making it
much easier to pull off scams on platforms such
as social media. Deepfakes are dangerous because they create inaccurate content that is distributed
to the masses. Initially, deepfakes were seen as a form
of misinformation videos with no direct monetary disadvantages to targeted victims, but they have since
evolved to using voicemails to accommodate some of
the videos. These types of voicemails are now easy to
generate since the cybercriminals have samples of the
victim’s voice. Many CEOs have active social media profiles which include audio and video recordings of them,
therefore the hackers don’t have to look too far for what
they need.
Deepfakes using voicemails or voice recordings is a major issue. There is real danger in using technology to
make people believe something is real when it is not.
The scammers essentially use deepfake tactics combined with social engineering to manipulate. To do this,
the hacker creates an audio recording sounding like
someone from an organization with authority, such as a
CEO or CFO. He then leaves that voicemail on an employee’s phone and, for example, requests a wire transfer to certain accounts or requests a check be issued to
a specific vendor, etc. The voicemails usually come with
a sense of urgency prompting the employee to act quickly on the request. In 2019, an executive of a UK firm was
tricked into sending $240,000 to another company following a fake request from the company’s CEO. The
money was sent, and the cybercriminal was never
caught.
How do you avoid becoming a victim of a deepfake
scam? Education, awareness and process. Make sure
everyone in your organization is aware of the increased
threat, especially those in the finance departments.

During this pandemic it is easy to want to eliminate certain
steps, but now, more than ever, it is important that all procedures are followed, even if everyone is working remotely.
Although poor-quality, deepfake videos are easier to spot
(the lip synching might be bad, or the quality of the video
may be patchy; there can be flickering around the edges of
transposed faces; facial features, such as eyes or teeth,
may seem odd), deepfake voicemails may be a little trickier to decipher. If you receive a voicemail or a call that is
requesting funds to be sent anywhere, the best thing to do
is hang up and call the person making the request to confirm.
These types of phishing scams definitely change the threat
landscape and allow new opportunities for attacks. As
deepfakes continue to get more invasive, governments,
universities and tech firms are all funding research to help
detect them sooner. Everyone should always remain vigilant and have a security strategy in place to help protect
your organization against this new and emerging scam.

Sources:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robtoews/2020/05/25/deepfakes-are-going-to-wreak-havoc-onsociety-we-are-not prepared/#5c4c2cc37494
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/jan/13/what-are-deepfakes-and-how-can-youspot-them
https://www.wired.com/story/covid-drives-real-businesses-deepfake-technology/

